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Executive Summary
This review was commissioned to inform a review and evaluation of the Geelong Cats’ school-based anti-cyberbullying program, Cybercats, to ensure it is evidence-based and encompasses best-practice principles. The review aimed to:

i. identify risk and protective factors associated with adolescent cyberbullying perpetration, as well as victimisation and bystander behaviours.
ii. assess effectiveness of cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs
iii. provide recommendations for new program development and implementation.

The review involved a scan of available literature via academic databases and Google Scholar, with a focus on systematic reviews. However, grey literature, such as policy resources, was not incorporated in this search, and much of the existent research and evaluation was descriptive in nature, hence statistical approaches were not applied.

About cyberbullying
Cyberbullying can be considered an aggressive behaviour, whereby harm is intentionally inflicted by one or more people through electronic means. Many definitions also emphasise repeated behaviours, power differentials and deriving gratification from mistreating others who find it hard to defend themselves. However, there is contention over some of these aspects, including intentionality, power imbalances and repetition in these definitions.

Cyberbullying behaviours are prevalent in adolescence, with 10-40% of adolescents having experienced cyberbullying, while 19% report having both experienced and perpetrated cyberbullying, and 2% report solely having cyberbullied others. Cyber bystanders overwhelmingly outnumber cyberbullies and victims, with one study finding 88% of respondents had witnessed cyberbullying instances, and 91% of that group remained passive observers. Bystanders have a critical role, given the potential to either support a victim, support the bully, or be an inactive observer. As cyberbullying behaviours are becoming increasingly common, the crossover from traditional bullying is also increasing, with victimisation rates of 21% in 2012.

In addition to the potential legal ramifications, this review outlines the various negative emotional, psychological, social and physical consequences of cyberbullying behaviours for victims and perpetrators. As such, greater investigation is warranted to determine key risk
and protective factors for all cyberbullying activities, and to evaluate existing programs against this information.

Risk factors

This review identifies risk factors associated with all types of cyberbullying behaviours, across individual, interpersonal/social and community level factors, as indicated below.

For **perpetration**, individual risk factors include having been victimised oneself, age (peaking in early-mid secondary school years), time spent online, views accepting or normalising aggression, as well as psychological factors, e.g., moral disengagement, risky online behaviours, lower self-control, thrill-seeking behaviours and impulsivity. Social and community risk factors relate to school engagement and poorer relationships with parents.

Risk factors for **victimisation** include (at the individual level), being a victim and a perpetrator of traditional bullying, anger, risky online behaviour, frequency of internet use, moral disengagement, and hyperactivity. Other factors such as lack of self-control, social anxiety, aggressive thoughts and antisocial behaviour, low social intelligence and empathy have also been associated with cyberbullying victimisation. Age is again a risk factor, with some research also indicating that females might be at greater risk. Interpersonally, poorer parent-child relationships and a lack of parental supervision during online activity are also associated with increased risks of online victimisation. Community factors include minority identification, e.g. racial groups, persons with chronic health conditions as well as persons with a history of sexual abuse, all of whom are more likely to be cyberbullied than their peers.

Cyberbully **bystanding** risk factors suggest that intervention in cyberbullying is less likely when other bystanders are present, either passively or joining the bully, when a call for help is sent to more than one recipient, when acts are insidious, and more ambiguous, and where victims’ response are not readily available. Intervention is also less common when the perceived risk is high, for example when the perpetrator is popular, the bystander feels they would not receive support from others, are afraid of consequences for taking action or damaging a relationship with the bully; have low self-efficacy by believing they do not have the necessary skills or ability to intervene; or have lower levels of affective empathy.
Protective factors

Family-based protective factors which reduce risks of cyberbullying perpetration include adequate parental supervision and interest in children’s lives, secure family environments and positive parent-child relationships marked by mutual trust and communication.

Community-based protective factors include school connectedness, a sense of safety and school-based programs, policies and procedures, as well as positive relationships between students, school staff and parents, which is consistent with a socio-ecological approach that addresses individual, familial, school and community levels.

Individual protective factors against cyberbullying victimisation include higher self-esteem and empathy, emotional intelligence and emotion regulation, and confidence in the ability to defend oneself. This is also supported by access to professional counselling to address factors such as anxiety or social withdrawal.

Social protective factors include peer, family and school supports, which buffer negative effects on mental health, substance use and reduce subjective health complaints.

Community level protective factors include perceived school safety, positive school climate, greater school satisfaction and residing in safer neighbourhoods.

Individual factors found to increase the likelihood of bystander intervention include greater self-efficacy in the ability to assist and positive outcome expectancies, empathy towards the victimised person and acceptance of diversity, e.g. cultural, sexuality or physical differences.

Social factors which increase bystander intervention include modelling behaviours that disagree with and reject online aggression, witnessing disapproving reactions towards cyber aggression exhibited by others, receiving direct requests for help, being a friend of a victim and when other bystanders are friends of the victim.

Theoretical basis for anti-cyberbullying programs

Most anti-cyberbullying programs operate within a bio-psycho-social framework which emphasises interactions between an individual and their environment across inter-related individual, family, school and community levels. Events experienced in one system may influence functioning in another, and hence change is best achieved by addressing factors at multiple levels.
Cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs

Given the significant social concerns associated with cyberbullying, various countries have introduced legislation with regards to this behaviour, which, in turn, has been found to reduce reports of cyberbullying. Such legislation aims to provide clarity pertaining to:

- descriptions of bullying behaviours
- scope of application and in what circumstances organisations can act
- obligations for local authorities, including schools, to develop and implement relevant policies within a set timeframe

This review identified that the majority of programs actively seeking to tackle bullying and cyberbullying are school-based, and adopt one of two approaches:

- **Universal interventions** aim to change overall school climate and decrease peer aggression, and operate across multiple levels, including individual students, classrooms, schools, and parents
- **Focused interventions** are designed for specific subgroups such as victims, bullies, and bystanders, and operate on a single level.

Universal interventions tended to be more effective in improving school climate and student well-being, and reducing negative consequences of victimisation, but long-term effects have often dissipated by follow-up. Overall, evaluations of cyberbullying or online aggression prevention and intervention programs have had mixed findings. Programs vary with respect to their aims, modes of delivery, duration and intensity, involvement of parents, teachers and wider community, and variability in the rigour of evaluation was an issue in some cases. However, a number of specific program components have been found to decrease cyberbullying behaviours. These include

- parent education
- communication and social skills training in both online and offline settings
- empathy training
- coping skills and strategies to cope with online aggression, and
- digital citizenship.

Changing attitudes towards cyberbullying and improving self-efficacy appears less effective, and there was no consistent relationship between program duration and outcomes.
Cyberbullying program delivery and evaluation

As noted above, evaluations of existing programs are limited and variable in quality. For any future program, robust evaluation is critical to engender confidence among decision-makers and program facilitators that a given approach is grounded in solid and evidence-based research, and likely to deliver successful outcomes. Robust evaluation should include:

- study designs (experimental or quasi-experimental), that allow for causal inference
- data collection at baseline, post program and follow-up at 6 and 24 months
- multiple data sources, such as students, teachers, and parents.

A focus on program fidelity is also important, with cyberbullying programs benefiting from standardised training and delivery approaches, for example:

- a published manual and/or website, which details the program’s underlying theoretical basis, assumptions and definitions, delivery plans, and cost
- facilitator and staff training and support
- assessment tools
- program monitoring and maintenance strategies

These aspects should be balanced with sufficient flexibility to meet local schools’ objectives. Ideally, evaluations would also be supported by common definitions and an agreed, valid and reliable measurement instrument, which would allow for direct program comparisons. Although uniform definitions and measurement tool may be a longer-term challenge, positive moves include:

- application of multiple-item psychometric tools as opposed to single-item measures
- providing a definition of cyberbullying behaviours and the word “bully”
- measuring traditional bullying (victimisation and perpetration) behaviours as well as online forms.

In addition to the above, there is a paucity of delivery and evaluation of programs in non-school settings or targeting specific population or younger groups. This would benefit from the following:

- Evaluation of programs delivered outside school settings and/or by community members.
Focus on specific target groups at increased risk of cyberbullying, e.g. youth with disabilities, or minority identification, and program outcomes for these cohorts. 

- Development and evaluation of age-appropriate cyberbullying prevention programs for younger students, to reduce rates of future victimisation and perpetration.

**Conclusions**

Cyberbullying is a prevalent form of online peer aggression, linked to various psychological, behavioural and social problems. Variables associated with risk factors for cyberbullying perpetration, victimisation, and cyber by-standing among adolescents are numerous, and require attention on multiple levels. This review has indicated that legislative approaches can be effective in decreasing cyberbullying. Prevention and intervention programs that target whole-school environment, involve parents, teachers, and students, thereby engaging all levels of the environment in which teens develop, also tend to decrease cyberbullying perpetration, victimisation and bystanding.

The current review also describes challenges associated with evaluating cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs, with recommendations for future research. Gaps in current knowledge are identified, including a scarcity of cyberbullying community-based programs delivered by non-school staff and knowledge regarding their effectiveness. Future research should consider exploration of cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs within local communities as they may also prove successful in regards to changing the culture around cyberbullying, thereby decreasing instances of peer online aggression.
What is cyberbullying?

Cyberbullying has been defined as a form of aggressive behaviour, whereby harm is intentionally inflicted upon individual(s) by a single person or a group of people through electronic means, such as computers or mobile phones. Moreover, the acts of online aggression are carried out repeatedly by persons who perceive themselves to be in the position of power and derive personal gratification from mistreating the victim(s) who find it hard to defend themselves (Patchin & Hinduja, 2006; Smith et al., 2008).

Further, Langos (2012) has extended this definition to identify two types of cyberbullying behaviours: in the first one, termed direct cyberbullying, cyberbullies channel their aggression directly towards their targets by, example being, sending mean messages to the victims’ phones or email accounts. In the second type, termed indirect cyberbullying, harmful material is posted in a public arena, to which the victims may or may not have access to or have the awareness of. While direct cyberbullying requires the involvement of at least two parties, the cyberbully and the cybervictim, indirect cyberbullying often occurs in the presence of bystanders.

While the definition of cyberbullying has been derived from the literature on traditional bullying (Nocentini, Calmaestra, Schultze-Krumbholz, Scheithauer, Ortega, & Ersilia Menesini, 2010; Olweus, 1993), researchers have challenged the applicability of intentionality and repetition to the concept of cyberbullying, and have also reinterpreted the notion of power imbalance in the context of online aggression. For example, Langos (2012) has argued that the intention to harm the victim may not always be obvious, especially in cases of indirect cyberbullying whereby the aggression is not enacted directly towards the targeted person. Examples of indirect cyberbullying are situations in which harmful material is posted in a private or public forum to which the victim may or may not have awareness of or even access to. Another example of indirect cyberbullying may be the distribution of sexts, which are defined as sexually explicit messages, images, or photos usually sent via mobile phones (Klettke, Hallford, & Mellor, 2014). In these cases, sexts, which were intended for a
specific recipient, are forwarded to third parties without the knowledge or permission of the original sender. It has been proposed that the intention to harm in such circumstances, although obscured, could be established through the hypothetical reasonable person approach, whereby the acts of the perpetrator are judged by a person adopting the position of a victim (Langos, 2012).

Repetition of the cyberbullying acts as a necessary aspect of the definition has also been questioned. As Langos (2012) rightly observes, once any material is posted in cyberspace in the public arena, it remains there indefinitely as it can be saved, archived, copied, and reposted ad infinitum by other users. Moreover, the harmful content such as an embarrassing photograph or video, although created and uploaded onto the Internet once, may constitute a source of repeated degradation and humiliation of the victim (Dooley, Pryżalski, & Cross, 2009).

Further, in traditional bullying, the source of the power imbalance may stem from the fact that the perpetrator is physically or psychologically stronger, older, or more socially popular than the victims (Dooley et al., 2009; Juvonen & Graham, 2014), implying it is harder for the targeted persons to defend themselves. In a cyberbullying scenario, this power inequality may manifest itself differently. Specifically, the perpetrator(s) may remain anonymous, exhibit greater technical savviness through concealing their phone number, extend harm by gathering a large audience of online bystanders, or carry out the acts of aggression irrespective of time and whereabouts of their victim (Dooley et al., 2009; Kowalski, Giumetti, Schroeder, & Lattanner, 2014; Langos, 2012; Patchin & Hinduja, 2006, Snakenborg, Van Acker, & Gable, 2011). However, similar to traditional bullying, the aforementioned factors exclusive to online aggression may instil a sense of helplessness and being dominated in victimised persons. This may especially be the case as many victims may not know who their perpetrators are, nor have the right skills or resources to stop the abuse or defend themselves.

As can be noted from the above discussion, identifying cyberbullying behaviours may sometimes prove challenging due to the intricacies associated with the definition of this behaviour. It may also be further complicated by the rapid advances in modern-day technology, which, by virtue of its exponential growth and sophistication, constantly creates new avenues for the perpetrators to abuse their victims (Nocentini et al., 2010). Nonetheless,
research to date has identified a number of behaviours carried out by means of the Internet and electronic devices that constitute common examples of cyberbullying (Canton et al. 2015; Chisholm, 2014; Notar, Padgett, & Roden, 2013; Willard, 2007). These encompass, and are not limited to, the following:

- **flaming** – posting insults or initiating verbal fights by using angry, mean, and vulgar language. Messages can be supplemented with graphics and images;
- **shock trolling** – publicising mean-spirited and nasty messages in a public arena with the aim to anger someone and provoke a response;
- **cyberstalking** – the act of aggressive, persistent, and threatening harassment aimed at instilling fear in a victim;
- **denigration/dissing** – spreading rumours or gossiping about a person with the intent to damage their reputation or relationships;
- **visual aggression** – posting and dissemination of harmful, visual material;
- **outing** – the act of sharing a person’s secrets or images online or through mobile phones;
- **slamming** – refers to a situation in which bystanders join the bully in teasing or harassing the targeted person;
- **masquerading/impersonation** – assuming someone’s identify or pretending to be someone else online in order to harass a targeted person, to ruin that person’s reputation or relationships, or to get the person in trouble;
- **catfishing** – tricking a person into an emotional, online relationship by assuming a fake identity and fabricating social relationships;
- **trickery** – coercing a person into sharing personal information, secrets, or images with an intent to post or share them online;
- **phishing** – attempting to obtain sensitive personal information, such as bank account or passwords, by pretending to be a trustworthy entity, a website you are familiar with, or a person you interact by phone, text messages or online;
- **rattling** – pertains to controlling someone’s computer or webcam without their permission or knowledge;
- **flooding** – an act of sending many lines of text to the victim to flood their screen with text;
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- *sext dissemination* – purposeful and non-consensual distribution of sexts (sexually explicit messages, images, and videos);
- *exclusion* – deliberately excluding an individual from an online group or a gaming room; not playing by the rules, creating roving gangs and denying entryways in multiplayer online games;
- *grieving* – in online games, pertains to the acts of aggression and violence through hate-speech, killing a team member, virtual rape, or stealing virtual money or items.

As can be inferred from the extensive list above, human creativity has facilitated countless ways in which harm can be inflicted upon others online. Apart from the human factor, however, easy access to and the affordability of technology appears to parallel the growing trend of cyberbullying behaviours. A study by Schneider, O’Donnell, and Smith (2015) has revealed that cyberbullying victimisation increased from 15% in 2006 to 21% in 2012. Among the victims of traditional bullying, 35% indicated in 2006 that they also experienced cyberbullying, with this number increasing to 50% in 2012 (Schneider et al., 2015).

**Prevalence rates of cyberbullying**

According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2018), 86% of households in Australia were connected to the Internet in 2016-17, with teenagers aged between 15 and 17 being identified as the most frequent users (98%). Further, over a million of Australian teenagers between the ages of 14 and 17 have a mobile phone (91%) (Roy Morgan Research, 2016). Although not all users of technology engage in cyberbullying activities, the behaviour is nonetheless prevalent.

A recent cross-sectional study conducted among 2,338 youth in Australia between the ages of 12 and 18 has revealed that 27.7% of respondents reported being cyberbullied at least once in the past term. Moreover, 18.9% of respondents identified as both a victim and a perpetrator of cyberbullying, whilst 1.8% reported solely having cyberbullied others (Spears, Taddeo, Daly, Stretton, & Karklins, 2015). Findings from international research also indicate that online aggression constitutes a widespread social issue, with victimisation rates ranging from 10 to 40% (Kowalski et al. 2014).

With regards to the prevalence of cyber bystanders, previous research has shown that
cyber bystanders overwhelmingly outnumber cyberbullies and cybervictims. In a study conducted among US teens, Lenhart et al. (2011) found that 88% of respondents had witnessed instances of cyberbullying on social media, and 91% of that group remained passive observers. Bystanders play a critical role in cyberbullying behaviours because they have the capability to support the victim when cyberbullying takes place or constitute a part of the problem by either supporting the bully, or being inactive observers (Allison & Bussey, 2016; Notar et al. 2013).

Consequences of cyberbullying

Several negative psycho-social consequences have been identified as a result of cyberbullying. Persons who have experienced cyberbullying often report lower self-esteem and life satisfaction, increased stress, depression, anxiety, loneliness, sadness, anger and frustration, conduct and emotional problems, suicidal ideation, somatic symptoms, substance abuse, decreased social connectedness and reduced prosocial behaviours (Kowalski et al., 2014; Patchin & Hinduja, 2006; Spears et al. 2015; van Geel, Vedder, & Tanilon, 2014).

In the light of the devastating consequences that may arise from cyberbullying victimisation and the accessibility of digital technology affording the perpetration of online aggression, the current review sets out to review risk and preventative factors associated with cyberbullying participation, examines the efficacy of current prevention and intervention programs, and provides recommendation for the development and evaluation of future anti-cyberbullying programs.

Risk factors

The following section will summarise risk factors associated with cyberbullying perpetration, victimisation and passive bystanding.

Cyberbullying perpetration

Cyberbullying perpetration constitutes a complex behaviour that is associated with a number of cognitive, emotional, behavioural and social factors. A recent meta-analytic review revealed a number of factors that may predispose a person to become an online aggressor. For instance, being a victim of cyberbullying is strongly related to cyberbullying perpetration (Kowalski et al., 2014). In these situations, victims become bully-perpetrators as they use similar methods to their perpetrators to retaliate the aggression they experienced.
Being a traditional (face-to-face) bully is moderately associated with cyberbullying perpetration (Kowalski et al., 2014), which suggests that cyberspace constitutes another setting through which bullies can channel aggression against their targets.

Age has also been identified as an important factor in cyberbullying perpetration. According to a study examining cyberbullying across the lifespan (Barlett & Chamberlin, 2017), cyberbully perpetration increases from early teenagehood until early adulthood and then starts to decrease into older age, a trend which can be illustrated by means of inverted U-shape distribution. However, a meta-analytic review by Kowalski et al. (2014) has revealed that the strongest overlap between cyber and tradition bullying occurs when adolescents transition from middle to high school, suggesting that intervention programs should specifically target youth in grades from 7 to 10. With regards to gender, there is currently no consensus as to whether boys or girls are more likely to perpetrate online violence (Kowalski et al. 2014).

Use of technology and time spent on the Internet has been positively related to cyberbullying perpetration and victimisation. Specifically, among primary school-aged children, perpetration occurs through online games, whilst among teens, bullying takes place predominantly on social media (Kowalski et al. 2014; 2018).

With regards to personal determinants, views accepting or normalising aggression, as well as psychological factors such as moral disengagement, online disinhibition, psychopathy, Machiavellism, narcissism, anger, risky online behaviours, lower self-control, thrill-seeking behaviours and impulsivity have been linked to perpetration of online aggression (Kowalski et al., 2014, 2018). Further, online aggression is associated with depression, anxiety, lower life satisfaction, lower self-esteem, lower cognitive and affective empathy, poorer academic achievement, higher levels of loneliness and delinquent behaviour including smoking, drug and alcohol use, school misconducts (Kowalski et al. 2014, 2018).

In addition to the intra-individual factors mentioned above, researchers have also focused on the relationship between cyberbullying perpetration and school, home and peer environment. Specifically, poorer school commitment, dislike of school, lack of teacher support, absence of clear rules pertaining to cyberbullying, weaker emotional bonds with the parents/caregivers, more frequent discipline by the parents, and poor parental supervision of children’s online activities have been associated with cyberbullying perpetration. (Kowalski
et al., 2014, 2018). Children with poorer emotional bonds with their parents have been found to be more than twice as likely to engage in online harassment, and frequent punitive practices on the part of the parents such as yelling, have been linked to an increased likelihood of online aggression among adolescents (Ybarra & Mitchell, 2004). In contrast to frequent monitoring of youth’s online activities, low parental supervision has been linked to a 54% increase in likelihood of harassing someone online (Ybarra & Mitchell, 2004). Negative influence of peers, lack of friends who would model positive values and behaviours, social rejection, and thus isolation have been established as significant predictors of cyberbullying perpetration (Kowalski et al. 2018).

While the aforementioned factors determine a greater likelihood for bullying behaviours, they do not answer the question as to why teenagers engage in online aggression in the first place. A literature review by Snakenborg et al. (2011) indicated that retaliation in response to traditional or cyberbullying is one of the reasons people engage in online aggression, followed by the desire to demonstrate technological savviness and power, for instance through the manipulation of images or the ability to remain anonymous. Also, the need to be affiliated with a peer group/social clique appears to entice some individuals to join the perpetrators or remain passive (for details, see Snakenborg et al. 2011).

Cyberbullying victimisation

Unsurprisingly, a lot of the risk factors identified for cyberbullying victimisation overlap with risk factors associated with cyberbullying perpetration, which can be explained by the fact that a large proportion of people who perpetrate cyberbullying are also victims of cyberbullying, and thus share common characteristics. Although any child or teenager can potentially fall victim to online cyberbullying, research has revealed a number of factors which may predispose a person to become a target. As cited by Notar et al. (2013), cyberbully victims are often bullied in a traditional way at school, are either bystanders or perpetrators of cyberbullying themselves, exhibit lower self-esteem, deem themselves to be less popular, are socially isolated, more likely to use the Internet, be active on social media, and exhibit risky online behaviours. A meta-analytic review by Kowalski et al. (2014) has found that the strongest predictors of cybervictimisation is being a victim and a perpetrator of traditional bullying, followed by anger, risky online behaviour, frequency of Internet use, moral disengagement, and hyperactivity. Other factors such as lack of self-control, social
anxiety, aggressive thoughts and antisocial behaviour, low social intelligence and empathy have also been associated with cyberbullying victimisation (Kowalski et al. 2018).

With regards to age and gender, a higher incidence of cyber victimisation has been noted during the time students transition from middle to high school (Notar et al. 2013), with middle school (grades 6 to 9) being identified as a period where cyberbullying victimisation becomes problematic and continues to escalate into high school (Kowalski, Limber, & Agatston, 2012). Some studies suggest that girls are more likely to be victims of cyberbullying than boys (Snell & Englander, 2010; Walrave & Heirman, 2011), though some researchers have found no gender differences in victimisation rates (Slonje & Smith, 2008). However, a positive relationship has emerged between being a victim of cyberbullying and depression among samples that contained a greater number of female respondents, indicating that the latter may be also experiencing poorer mental health outcomes in comparison to males (Kowalski et al., 2014).

Studies that investigated the immediate environment among high and middle school adolescents have shown that youth from single-parent households or families with a negative environment (e.g. marked by interpersonal conflicts), or that have poor relationship with their parents (poor attachment), or with a history of sexual abuse are more likely to be cyberbullied than their peers. Lack of parental supervision and/or strategies for the responsible use of technology along with the time spent online on the Internet for social and gaming purposes have been associated with an increased risk of online victimisation (Kowalski et al. 2018).

As some cyberbullying behaviours are underpinned by societal norms and thus prejudices, minority groups - sexual, ethnic – tend to be victimised more often (Hong & Espelage, 2012). An extensive review of the literature by Kowalski et al. (2018) has found that gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender youth are at increased risk of cyber victimisation. Further, minority groups appear to fall victim to cyberbullying more often, however, Kowalski et al. warn that such conclusions cannot be drawn with confidence as a lot of studies do not provide sufficient information on the racial/ethnic density of the settings in which the studies were conducted. Further, adolescents dissatisfied with their appearance, and those with disabilities or chronic health conditions, for instance ADHD, have been found to be at an increased risk of being cyberbullied in comparison to peers with greater body
satisfaction, or who are healthy/typically developing (see Kowalski et al. 2018 for further details).

**Cyberbullying bystanding**

As noted previously, sometimes cyberbullying behaviours take place in front of an audience of online bystanders who may either choose to intervene by confronting the bully, reporting the abuse, assisting the victim, or remain inactive. The following section will examine factors that may contribute to the lack of response on the part of bystanders.

A literature review by Allison and Bussey (2016) has revealed that a person is less likely to intervene when other bystanders are present, when other bystanders are passive or join in the bully, when a call for help, in the form of an email, is sent to more than one recipient. However, the relationship between the number of bystanders and bystander inactivity is not linear, as online communities exceeding 250 members have been found to be more likely to respond to instances of online victimisation and to offer assistance as opposed to medium-sized groups (for more details, see Allison & Bussey, 2016). Further, instances in which cyberbullying acts are insidious, and thus more ambiguous, and in which victims’ response are not readily available are less likely to elicit a response from the online onlookers (as cited in Allison & Bussey, 2016).

Drawing on the social cognitive theory by Albert Bandura (1990), the review by Allison and Bussey (2016) has also identified a number of cognitive processes, characteristic of moral disengagement, that predispose online bystanders to remain inactive. These include a) downplaying the responsibility to intervene by, for instance, deeming the incident as of not their concern; b) attributing the responsibility to take action to specific persons, such as popular/strong students or friends of the victims; c) attributing the blame for cyberbullying to the victims by perceiving them as provocateurs, unpopular, or outsiders; d) downplaying the effects of the abuse on the victim.

Further, bystanders are less likely to take action when the online perpetrator is popular, they feel they would not receive support from other online bystanders, are afraid of the consequences for taking action or damaging the relationship with the bully; have low self-
efficacy by believing they do not have the necessary skills or ability to intervene; or have lower levels of affective empathy (for detailed discussion, see Allison & Bussey, 2016).

The discussion above provides a wealth of information with regards to the factors that may put a person at risk of being a victim, perpetrator, and a bystander in the context of cyberbullying. The following section will, in turn, focus on the protective factors, as these are equally important in preventing the occurrences of online aggression.

**Protective factors against cyberbullying**

**Cyberbullying perpetration**

As cyberbullying often overlaps with traditional bullying, guidelines for the effective prevention of traditional bullying may prove informative in decreasing instances of online aggression. Research by Pearce, Cross, Monks, Waters, and Falconer (2011) has identified six domains of interventions against traditional bullying that proved efficacious in targeting traditional bullying, and hence may also prove useful in the prevention of cyberbullying perpetration. These domains encompass (a) school-level interventions through the adoption of programs that are evidence-based, and having sufficient resources such as funding, materials, adequate staff training, and longer time frames for trialling anti-bullying programs. Further, (b) fostering students’ connectedness to their school by creating positive and safe school environment, promoting open discussions about peer aggressions, having students involved in developing classroom rules against bullying, and encouraging peer interventions proved successful in reducing bullying incidents. The adoption of formal anti-bullying policies (c) with clear procedures for action have been found to support safer school climate environments and also sends a strong message against anti-social behaviours, which are also typically associated with lower incidences of bullying behaviours. Moreover, involvement of parents and school staff through (d) the provision of parental and teacher education pertaining to bullying, (e) enhancement of positive relationships between students and school staff, and (f) the involvement of wider community, families and local organisations have also been found crucial in reducing bullying.

As can be noted from the above points, safe school environments and a supportive school climate are critical factors in the prevention of cyberbullying. For instance, Sourander
et al. (2010) indicated that not feeling safe at school constitutes a risk factor not only for cyberbullying victimisation, but also for cyberbullying perpetration, and being a cyber bully-victim. The authors suggest that feeling unsafe might be experienced especially intensely by cyber victims in comparison to those who are bullied in a traditional way, as online aggression can occur at any day and time (Sourander et al., 2010). Research into polyvictimisation, defined as exposure to various forms of aggression including harassment, traditional and cyberbullying, has found that as polyvictimisation increased, perceptions of school safety, school equity and connectedness decreased (Garnett & Brion-Meisels, 2017).

Analyses of help-seeking behaviours among youth who experienced cyberbullying further underscores the importance of a supportive and safe school environment. A study by Schneider et al. (2015) has revealed that only one-third of cyber victims reported abuse, with the majority seeking help from a parent/non-school adult (35% for girls, 18% for boys) as compared to a school adult (20% for girls, 12% for boys). Moreover, approximately 35% of grade 7 to 9 respondents did not believe that school adults tried to stop cyberbullying when informed (Qing, 2006). It appears that addressing the school climate may not only reduce the risk of cyberbullying and traditional bullying but may also help to reduce feelings of helplessness or despair among those affected, which in turn may encourage the victims to come forward and seek help.

Further, the importance of family dynamics, specifically adequate parental supervision and interest in children’s lives have been identified as protective factors against bullying behaviours, while acceptance and modelling of aggressive behaviours and harsh discipline has been associated with bullying perpetration (Pearce et al. 2011). Further, secure family environment, positive relationship between teens and their parents marked by mutual trust and communication, and family support have been identified as factors that lower the likelihood of engagement in cyberbullying perpetration among adolescents (as cited in Kowalski et al. 2018).

It goes without saying that there are certain intricacies associated specifically with cyberbullying, such as anonymity, or the fact that a great majority of teens have access to their personal computers and I-devices, which may pose a challenge for parents when aiming to supervise their children’s online activities. Nonetheless, it appears that an ecological approach to cyberbullying behaviours being addressed at community, school, family and
individual levels may prove efficacious not only in drawing attention to this phenomenon, changing culture and attitudes, but also influencing individuals’ behaviours.

Cyberbullying victimisation

While the protective factors associated with cyber perpetration may ultimately lead to the reduction of cyberbullying victimisation, research has found that having strong social support may protect the target from continuous online bullying and also constitute a buffer against psychological impacts of cyberbullying. A review by Allison and Bussey (2016) has found that friends of the targeted person who witness online abuse are more likely to intervene. Moreover, witnesses are also more likely to react if other passive bystanders are friends, which the authors suggest may be associated with the perception of having support (Allison & Bussey, 2016).

With regards to the effects of peer support on the outcomes of victimisation, Flaspohler, Elfstrom, Vanderzee, and Sink (2009) have found that traditional bullying victimisation is negatively associated with life satisfaction, peer and teacher support. However, the link between victimisation and poorer life satisfaction is weakened when victims perceive to have strong social support (Flaspohler et al, 2009). Research into social support in the context of cyberbullying has revealed similar effects. It has been noted that frequent family dinners, which provide an opportunity for teens and parents to connect and communicate, alleviate the negative effects of cyber victimisation on mental health and substance use among victims (Elgar et al. 2014). Parental and peer support has also been found to have a stress-buffering effect and to be related with less subjective health complaints, such as nervousness or stomach aches, often experienced by cyber victims (Fridh, Lindström, & Rosvall, 2015).

Other protective factors against cyberbullying victimisations associated with individual and environmental determinants encompass higher self-esteem, empathy, emotional intelligence, emotion regulation, and the confidence in the ability to defend oneself. School safety, positive school climate, greater satisfaction with school, residence in safer neighbourhoods have been related to lower likelihood of cyber victimisation (Kowalski et al. 2018).
Further, since anxious, insecure, and socially withdrawn students have been identified to be at an increased risk of cyber victimisation (Snakenborg et al., 2011), it appears that addressing these issues through professional counselling, taking active steps to integrate such persons with their classmates, creating opportunities for children and teens to develop nourishing friendships and providing skills to maintain them, may serve as a protective factor against potential online victimisation and its devastating consequences.

**Cyberbullying bystarding**

A literature review by Allison and Bussey (2016) cited a number of factors and circumstances that increase the likelihood of bystander intervention when faced with online aggression. These include modelling behaviours that disagree with and reject online aggression, witnessing disapproving reactions towards cyber aggression exhibited by other online users/non-bystanders, direct request for help expressed by the victim, being a friend of a victim or when other bystanders are friends of the victim, greater self-efficacy in the ability to assist and positive outcome expectancies. Further, empathy towards the victimised person and acceptance of diversity, such as sexuality or obesity, increase the chances of active intervention of people witnessing online aggression (for detailed discussion, see Allion & Bussey, 2016).

**Theoretical basis for anti-cyberbullying programs**

As can be noted from the review thus far, cyberbullying comprises complex behaviours with a number of intra- and extra-individual associations. While intra-individual factors are associated with the characteristics of specific persons, be it their gender or personality traits, extra-individual factors are associated with the broader context in which a person functions, encompassing family composition and dynamics, school climate, country laws and regulations. According to the bio-ecological framework of human development proposed by Bronfenbrenner (1997), which has been adopted by some interventions aimed to address traditional and cyber bullying, people shape and are shaped by the environment they live in. This model emphasises the interaction between an individual and the environment that has a nested structure comprising the following elements:
• microsystem – defined by the number of relationships between an individual and the individual’s immediate settings (school, family) in which the individual may fulfill different roles (student, daughter);
• mesosystem – constitutes a higher-level environment composed of interrelationships between various settings, also referred to as “a system of Microsystems” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p.515). An individual’s mesosystem is like a sum of interactions encompassing work or school setting, family, peers, or groups they are affiliated with such as sports clubs or church;
• exosystem – this level does not contain a person, but exerts influence on the subsystems, through specific formal or informal structures such as the government, neighbourhood, social networks;
• macrosystem – constitutes the top layer of the ecological framework and pertains to overall culture, economic, social, legal and other higher-level structures.

As suggested by Bronfenbrenner (1977), the aforementioned systems are interrelated and interdependent, and events experienced by a child in one system, may influence their functioning in another. The author illustrates that human development and thus functioning cannot be viewed in isolation from his or her immediate and broader contexts. Therefore, effecting change is best achieved by not only addressing intra-individual factors, but also by influencing the environment (and associated systems) a person is embedded in. The following section will review current knowledge on the effectiveness of cyberbullying interventions undertaken at various levels of the ecological framework.

Cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs

As cyberbullying constitutes a significant social concern, a number of countries have introduced relevant laws to regulate the behaviour. In Australia, the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) stipulates that harassing and bullying someone online constitutes an offence which can see the perpetrator sentenced to three years of imprisonment or fined in excess of A$30,000 (“Cyber-bullying,” n.d.). In the United States, 49 states have implemented anti-bullying laws (Hatzenbuehler, Schwab-Reese, Ranapurwala, Hertz, & Ramirez, 2015). A review of the effectiveness of these anti-bullying policies measured across 25 states and 59,472 students from grades 9 to 12 has revealed that students inhabiting states with anti-bullying policies
with at least one legislative component had reduced odds of reporting cyberbullying by 20% (95% CI, 9%-29%) as compared to students from states where policies did not include a relevant legislative bullying element (Hatzenbuehler et al., 2015). Moreover, this research has indicated a number of legislative aspects that had been reliably linked to the reduction of cyberbullying behaviour. These constitute compliance with anti-bullying guidelines sanctioned by the Department of Education; inclusion of the statement of scope outlining where the legislation applies and in what circumstances the school has the right to take action; descriptions of bullying behaviours; and the obligation for the local districts to develop and implement relevant policies within a set timeframe (Hatzenbuehler et al., 2015).

While regulation of cyberbullying through policies and legislations represents a macrosystem/societal approach to tackling the problem of online violence, a number of programs have also been developed on a micro, and specifically, school level (Chisholm, 2014). These programs have either been designed to prevent instances of online aggression, or to intervene in cases in which cyberbullying is already known to be occurring (Tanrikulu, 2018), or both.

According to a taxonomy proposed by Cantone et al. (2015), programs tackling bullying and cyberbullying can be divided into two groups. The first one are universal interventions aimed at changing the overall school climate and decreasing peer aggression that are often implemented by teaching staff and parents. Within this group are “whole school” and “multi-level” programs that intervene at multiple layers such as individual students, classrooms, schools, and parents. The second group constitute focused interventions that are designed for specific subgroups such as victims, bullies, and bystanders, thereby operating on a single level of action (Cantone et al., 2015). A review of 17 interventions against bullying and cyberbullying has found that in comparison to focused interventions, universal ones tend to be more effective in the areas of improving school climate and well-being of students, and reducing negative consequences of victimisation. However, the authors noted that the long-term effects of these interventions have often dissipated at follow-up (Cantone et al. 2015).

An example of a successful program containing elements of a universal and focused approach is KiVa (Kiusaamista Vastaan “against bullying”) developed in Finland. This program is delivered in classrooms where children acquire general knowledge about
traditional and cyber aggression, learn how to best respond to it, and intervene on behalf of the victims instead of being passive bystanders. At an individual level, school staff and peers provide support to the victims, but also challenge bullies directly (Salmivalli & Poskiparta, 2012). The program’s duration is approximately 20 hours and is delivered by teachers who are trained and equipped with appropriate program manual, and lesson resources. Parents receive a guide providing information about general bullying and cyberbullying (Williford et al., 2013). The randomised controlled-trial conducted by Williford et al. (2013) among children from grades 4 to 9 revealed that the odds of reporting cyber victimisation were 29% greater for students who did not receive KiVa intervention as opposed to student who did. With regards to cyberbullying, the effect of the program was most prominent for younger children ($M=11.32$), as those who did not participate in the program were 69% more likely to cyberbully others, but the intervention was ineffective for older groups ($M = 12.88$ and $14.46$). This finding indicates that it is important to target anti-bullying programs to younger children in order to optimise the program’s effectiveness.

Apart from KiVa, a number of other prevention and intervention programs have been developed to address online aggression. A literature review by Cioppa, Neil, and Craig (2015), examined 12 whole school programs predominantly targeting 12-13 year-olds. These programs varied in terms of aims (Internet safety skill training vs addressing cyberbullying behaviours), modes of delivery, duration and intensity, involvement of parents, teachers and wider community. Only five out of 12 studies reported lower incidence of victimisation, whilst six out of 12 demonstrated a decrease in cyberbullying perpetration. Although the programs targeted cognitive, behavioural and social variables in line with evidence-based risk and protective factors, variability in scientific merit associated with the measurement of these interventions have prevented the authors from providing program recommendations (Cioppa et al., 2015).

A review of the interventions that involve the use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) has revealed that only two (No Trap! and KiVa) out of nine studies relevant to cyberbullying have demonstrated effectiveness in reducing victimisation and perpetration rates (Nocentini, Zambuto, & Menesini, 2015). Similarly to Cioppa’s et al. (2015) research, the effectiveness of the majority of interventions has proven hard to establish as some programs did not include control groups and adequate follow-up measurements, or provided limited information on outcomes achieved.
Most recent evaluations of cyberbullying interventions, however, have identified a number of specific program components that have been found to decrease cyberbullying. These include parent education, communication and social skills training in online and offline settings, empathy training and the ability to perceive the situation from the standpoint of persons involved, coping skills through teaching youth strategies they can implement to cope with online aggression, and digital citizenship defined as a responsible use of technology (Hutson, Kelly, & Militello, 2018). Surprisingly, changing attitudes towards cyberbullying and improving youth’s self-efficacy have decreased cyberbullying or cybervictimisation in only three out of seven studies and two out of fours studies respectively (Hutson et al. 2018).

A review of prevention and intervention cyberbullying programs published before August 2016 and aimed at students between the ages of 11 and 19 has found a high rate of success (Tanrikulu, 2018). Seventeen interventions have been evaluated that differed in duration, intensity of sessions, theoretical background, use of technology, and all except one had achieved positive outcomes in terms of reduction and prevention of cyberbullying behaviours. Due to considerable variability in program characteristics, establishing a pattern of common components has been challenging. However, Tanrikulu (2018) has noted that programs of various duration (from one day to over a year) have been equally successful along with those that have targeted traditional bullying as well.

**Cyberbullying prevention/intervention programs and associated challenges**

One of the challenges associated with delineating and identifying common features of successful cyberbullying programs is based on the level of quality of studies that had reviewed their efficacy. The quality of such information is of paramount importance as it strengthens the confidence among the decision-makers and program facilitators that the success of a given approach is grounded in solid and evidence-based research. Cioppa et al. (2015) has provided a list of recommendations pertaining to the evaluation and systematic implementation of various interventions. These encompass adequate study design (experimental or quasi-experimental), data collection at baseline with a follow-up procedure at 6 and 24 months in order to investigate the long-term effects of interventions, and
gathering data from multiple sources of information, such as students, teachers, and parents (Cioppa et al., 2015).

Adequate implementation of the cyberbullying program also constitutes an important issue as it ensures internal validity, i.e. the confidence that outcomes are achieved as a result of an intervention rather than other factors (Tanrikulu, 2018). A review of 17 studies by Tanrikulu (2018) has indicated that only three provided information on treatment integrity pertaining to implementation of the program as it was intended. To address this problem, Cioppa et al. (2015) have recommended that cyberbullying programs are provided with standardised training manual (published manual, website or a trained facilitator), assessment tools and adequate monitoring, support for program facilitators and staff training, as well as allow flexibility to adjust the programs to meet schools’ objectives, and contain information on program maintenance and costs.

Another issue associated with some of the cyberbullying prevention and intervention is associated with the specification of a theoretical approach underlying specific programs. As noted in a review by Tanrikulu (2018), information on the theoretical approaches used in the intervention studies has not been sufficiently detailed or indicated at all. According to the author, each program should contain such information as it assists educators with understanding the mechanism through which cyberbullying will be addressed and will also allow researchers to examine the effectiveness of a given approach (Tanrikulu, 2018).

In addition to the aforementioned points, Hutson et al. (2018) has recommended the inclusion of a cyberbullying definition to ensure that the studies measure the same construct and consideration of cultural context that may affect intervention outcomes. Further, Tanrikulu (2018) has called for the establishment of a valid and reliable instrument that could be used in all future research, as currently studies implement measurement tools of variable psychometric properties. Such an approach would ensure that all studies are measuring the same concept and would allow for direct program comparisons.

Although the establishment of a uniform definition of cyberbullying or a measurement tool may prove challenging and not achievable for years to come, Kowalski et al. (2014) have recommended that the accuracy of cyberbullying victimisation and perpetration can be maximised through the use of multiple-item measurement tools compared
to single-item instruments. Moreover, following moderator analyses, the accuracy of estimates tends to be improved when the definition of cyberbullying behaviours or the word “bully” is provided and when traditional bullying (victimisation and perpetration) is measured as well (Kowalski et al. 2014).

Gaps in the literature and recommendations for future research

As can be noted from the discussion above, cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs are evaluated with a varying degree of scientific rigor, which poses a great challenge to the identification of specific program characteristics that contribute to its success of failure. Therefore, future research on the effectiveness of cyberbullying programs should ensure a high degree of scientific merit so that recommendations for future prevention and interventions can be provided.

Further, one of the aspects that makes cyberbullying a unique phenomenon is the use of technology. Notably, in a review by Tanrikulu (2018), only four programs made use of technology to address cyberbullying. Also, a number of studies investigating the effectiveness of ICTs against traditional and cyber bullying provide incomplete data or the methodology used for their evaluation does not allow causal inferences (Nocentini et al., 2015). Future research should therefore aim to establish the value and unique contributions of ICTs in prevention and intervention programs.

The majority of prevention and intervention programs are delivered by school staff and on school grounds, yet relatively little is known on the effectiveness of programs delivered outside of the school setting and by members of community compared to school staff. As children and youth operate in a variety of microsystems, with school being only one of them, the development and investigation into the effectiveness of community anti-cyberbullying programs is warranted.

Youth with disabilities and chronic conditions, such as ADHD, are at an increased risk of cyber victimisation. However, little is known whether current intervention and prevention programs have a similar effect on this population as compared to healthy/typically developing children. Future research into this area could establish success rates of the
programs, establish components that work well, and provide recommendations that could maximise positive outcomes among this group.

Finally, the majority of programs evaluated in current review has been predominantly addressed to teenagers. Yet, research shows that 55% of children between 3-4 years and 67% of 5-7 year-olds use tablets, and 16% and 32% of these groups respectively own their personal tablets (Ofcom, 2016). It may be that early introduction of age-appropriate cyberbullying prevention programs could reduce rates of future victimisation and perpetration. A longitudinal study design could address this gap in the literature.

Study limitations

The current executive summary provides an overview of the deluge of information pertaining to cyberbullying prevalence, associated risk and protective factors, as well as cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs. However, the scope of the review was limited to literature searches through Ebsco Host databases and Google Scholar. Therefore, future research should encompass other search platforms and extend to grey literature.

Moreover, the majority of research on the effectiveness of cyberbullying programs is descriptive in nature. A statistical approach to measuring the pooled effectiveness of these approaches, through meta-analytic reviews, could improve the accuracy of estimates, identify inconsistencies and sources of variability.

Conclusions

Cyberbullying constitutes a prevalent form of online peer aggression linked to a plethora of psychological, behavioural and social problems. The variables associated with the risk factors for cyberbullying perpetration, victimisation, and cyber by-standing among adolescents are numerous, and thus require attention on multiple levels of human functioning. This review has indicated that laws introduced at a macrosystem level are effective in decreasing cyberbullying. Prevention and intervention programs that target whole-school environment, involve parents, teachers, and students, thereby engaging all levels of the environment in which teens develop, also tend to decrease cyberbullying perpetration, victimisation and bystanding.
The current review has also described challenges associated with the measurement of effectiveness of cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs and provided recommendations on how these could be avoided in future. A number of gaps in the current knowledge have been identified including a scarcity of cyberbullying community-based programs delivered by non-school staff and a paucity of knowledge regarding their effectiveness. Future research should consider exploration of cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs within local communities as they may also prove successful with regards to changing the culture around cyberbullying, thereby decreasing instances of peer online aggression.
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